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miraclemaker



miracle maker
in this box you'll find:



Before performing any ritual, it 's vital to open sacred space. And when you're
finished, you must close the circle and protect your sacred space and the magic
you made. To open sacred space, call in the directions and elements for guidance
and support:

East // Air
South // Fire

West // Water
North // Earth

Center // Spirit

OPEN SACRED SPACE

EXPECT MIRACLES
Begin by placing the Mirror in a central location, symbolizing reflection and the
power of manifestation. Gaze into the mirror, visualizing your desires as already
accomplished.

Anoint yourself with the Love Anointing Oil, focusing on areas of your body where
you seek to attract love, abundance, or healing. Set your intentions for miracles to
manifest in your life.

Light the Ritual Candle, infusing it with your intentions for transformation and divine
intervention. As it burns, envision the flame illuminating your path to miracles.

Place the Offering Bowl next to the mirror, offering gratitude and sincerity for the
blessings already present in your life and those yet to come.

Place the Rose of Jericho in the Offering Bowl and add water, allowing it to absorb
and magnify the energy of your intentions. Visualize the Rose of Jericho opening,
symbolizing the unfolding of miracles in your life.

Sprinkle the Ritual Herb around the base of the mirror, infusing the space with its
magical properties and enhancing the energy of manifestation.

Write your desires and intentions on the Incense Spell Paper, then burn it in the
flame of the Ritual Candle, releasing your wishes to the universe.

Finally, place the Celestite near the mirror, inviting in the energy of divine guidance
and support as you continue on your journey of miracles.

Close the ritual by expressing gratitude for the miracles already present in your life
and for those yet to come. Know that your intentions have been heard and that
miracles are on their way to you.

CLOSE SACRED SPACE



Show us your
ritual and
win a FREE
$500 bespoke
box!!
Tag us in your posts
or stories so we can
see how you make
you own style of
magic!

@sagedapp

sagedshop.com

If you're not already subscribed to save $11 and
receive ritual boxes monthly, we highly suggest it!

We sell out each month ... subscribe!

Love boxes & wanna save?

subscribe to SAVE!
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